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Abstract
Background: HIV-2 is less virulent than HIV-1. It can lead to AIDS indistinguishable from AIDS 

caused by HIV-1, but disease progression occurs only in a minority of HIV-2 infected individuals. 

HIV-2 prevalence and incidence in the most aff ected region of the world, West Africa, are declining. 

However, new infections do still occur. We combined phylogenetic analyses with clinical and 

epidemiological data from a rural community in Guinea-Bissau to gain insights into the transmission 

of HIV-2. 

Methods: Samples were obtained from population surveys held in 1989, 1997 and 2007. Gag 

p26 (690 basepairs) and/or env (1350 basepairs) sequences were isolated from 103 adults from 

the Caio community. Infections were designated ‘incident’ (when a person had a previous HIV-2 

negative sample) or ‘pre-1989’ (when a person was diagnosed with HIV-2 in the fi rst survey in 1989). 

Dated phylogenies were reconstructed using the program BEAST with gamma-distributed rate 

heterogeneity, a relaxed molecular clock and a Bayesian Skyline coalescent model.

Results: Sequences from incident infections were found more often in transmission clusters. 

Consistent with the phylogenetic linkage, viruses derived from known (sexual) partners were 

observed in the clusters. The median CD4 % was lower and the viral load higher in people whose 

viruses appeared in clusters than in people with non-clustering viruses. Some sexual partners 

within clusters had discordant viral loads (undetectable vs detectable viraemia). Timed phylogenies 

estimated a median inter-transmission interval of 0.75 years in gag and 1.32 years in env phylogenies 

Bayesian skyline plots showed a strong increase in the 1990s of the eff ective virus population size 

(Ne) of HIV-1 in the same period that the Ne of HIV-2 came into a plateau phase. 

Conclusions: The HIV-2 phylogenies from this community-based study suggest incident infections 

contribute to onward transmission. There is no evidence to suggest specifi c viral lineages that are 

more successfully transmitted. Discordant viral loads of sexual partners suggest host factors play an 

important role in the outcome of the infection. Estimated median maximum inter-node intervals 

were relatively short. Along with the fi nding that incident cases cluster more often with other 

incident cases, this may indicate that when HIV-2 is transmitted, it occurs relatively early during 

infection. 
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Introduction
Since the discovery of HIV-1 and HIV-2, the epidemics of these two viruses have evolved very 

diff erently. While HIV-1 has spread globally with an alarming increase in prevalence during the 

1980s and 1990s, HIV-2 is confi ned mainly to West Africa with reducing incidence and prevalence 

rates during the same period [1-2]. HIV-2 infected individuals progress to AIDS at a much lower rate 

than those infected with HIV-1 (reviewed in [3]). Approximately one-third of HIV-2 infected subjects 

from a community cohort in Guinea-Bissau were shown to have plasma HIV-2 viral loads (VLs) below 

the limit of detection (100 copies/ml), and the mortality rate among those with undetectable VL 

was not higher than that of HIV-uninfected people, over a period of almost two decades [4]. The 

reasons behind this intriguing diff erence in pathogenicity are not fully understood, but strong T 

cell responses, viral factors and host genetics may infl uence the outcome of HIV-2 infection [5-7]. 

Although proviral loads are equivalent in HIV-1 and HIV-2 infection, plasma VLs are approximately 

30-fold lower at similar disease stages in HIV-2 infected individuals [8-9, 10{Ariyoshi, 1996 #486]. At 

least some HIV-2 viruses have lower rates of replication fi tness when compared with group M HIV-1 

viruses in vitro [11]. Presumably as a direct consequence of lower VLs in plasma and genital secretions, 

both vertical (approx. 4% in the absence of antiretroviral therapy) and horizontal transmission of 

HIV-2 occurs much less frequently than in HIV-1 infection [12-14]. 

Guinea-Bissau is thought to be the centre of the HIV-2 epidemic [15], with the highest recorded 

adult community prevalence in the 1980s of 8%, with up to 20% of those over the age of 40 infected 

[16]. How a poorly transmissible virus such as HIV-2 reached high levels of prevalence is not fully 

understood, but it is thought that the War of Independence (1963 – 74), contributed to the spread of 

HIV-2 in Guinea-Bissau [15,17]. Unscreened blood transfusions, increased prostitution with displaced 

soldiers, along with potential iatrogenic spread [18] with (possibly unsterile) mass vaccination 

campaigns [19] may have played a role. From the time of the fi rst epidemiological studies on 

HIV-2 in Guinea-Bisau in the late 1980’s both incidence and prevalence of HIV-2 infection have 

decreased substantially, while HIV-1 prevalence has increased steadily [1,20-21]. Nevertheless, HIV-2 

transmissions still occurred during this time and the host or virus characteristics that determine 

ongoing transmission of HIV-2 on a background of reducing community prevalence have not been 

explored. It is possible that one or more particularly virulent viral lineage may contribute to the bulk 

of new infections, as prior work has demonstrated an association with certain HIV-2 capsid motifs 

and VL [6]. Alternately, host characteristics may facilitate the transmission of HIV-2 in West Africa. 

It is unclear whether ongoing HIV-2 transmission is more frequent during acute infection (akin to 

HIV-1 in some settings [22-25]) or whether repeated chronic exposure in the context of long term 

relationships is required. 
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The widespread availability of HIV-1 sequence data (particularly via routine genotypic resistance 

testing in Western Europe and North America) and recent advances in molecular phylodynamic 

techniques have allowed the characterization of HIV-1 transmission networks and estimation of 

median transmission intervals [26-28]. The lower numbers of HIV-2 infected individuals, as well as 

the paucity of HIV-2 sequence data has precluded similar analyses of HIV-2 infection and no data 

exist on HIV-2 transmission networks in rural West Africa, where the heart of the epidemic lies. 

Recent availability of HIV-2 sequence and socio-demographic data from a well-characterized 

community cohort in rural Guinea-Bissau have allowed us to apply modern phylogenetic and 

phylodynamic techniques in an eff ort to answer the above questions. The current study presents 

phylogenetic analyses of 103 individuals from whom HIV-2 gag and env sequences were obtained. 

Our data indicate that relatively recent infections are the main contributors to the ongoing HIV-

2 epidemic, with transmission probably occurring early in infection. We see no evidence for new 

infections being limited to a few specifi c viral lineages, which suggests viral factors are not the 

main determinant of ongoing HIV-2 transmission. Finally, comparison of HIV-1 and HIV-2 eff ective 

population sizes over time in the same community using Bayesian phylodynamics supports the 

hypothesis that competitive exclusion by HIV-1 infection may have contributed to the decline in 

HIV-2 prevalence in Guinea-Bissau.

Methods
Study population
The samples for the current analyses were obtained from members of the Caió community, a village 

in Northwestern Guinea-Bissau. Three serosurveys, each covering approximately 75% of the Caio 

adult population, have been carried out in 1989 – 1991, 1996 – 8 and 2006 – 2007 to estimate HIV-1 

and HIV-2 prevalence and incidence [20,29-30]. Venous blood samples were collected and subjects 

were interviewed using standardised questionnaires addressing various risk factors for retroviral 

infection. If from one individual an initially HIV-2 negative sample and at least one subsequent HIV-2 

positive sample was available, the infection was regarded as an incident infection. Persons who 

were diagnosed with HIV-2 infection in 1989 – 90 (i.e. prevalent infection during the very fi rst survey) 

were defi ned as ‘pre1989’ cases and to a large degree represent individuals infected during the 

exponential growth of HIV-2 in Guinea-Bissau [15]. Information on sexual risk behavior in the current 

analyses came from the most detailed questionnaire used in the 1996 – 8 survey [29]. Additional 

observational studies of a selection of individuals included in the surveys were performed in 1991 

– 1992, 1996, 2003 and 2006 – 8 [5,8,20,31-32]. None of the subjects in the current analysis were HIV-

1/HIV-2 dually infected. All subjects were anti-retroviral treatment naïve at the time of sampling. 

Serological and molecular algorithms used for diagnosis of HIV-2 and HIV-1 infection in Caió, as well 

as CD4 counts and plasma VL quantifi cation have been described in detail elsewhere [5,20,31]. 
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Informed consent was obtained from all participants in all studies. Prior to 2003 documented verbal 

informed consent was obtained and from 2003 onwards, written informed consent was obtained. 

This was in line with the guidelines of the two oversight bodies who approved these studies (the 

Gambia Government/MRC Laboratories Joint Ethics Committee and the Ministry of Health of 

Guinea-Bissau).

Sequences
HIV-2 gag (approx. 690bp covering the complete p26 coding region) and env (approx. 1350bp from 

C2 to gp41) sequences were obtained from a subset of study participants sampled in 1996-8, 2003 

or 2006-8 as part of other studies ([6] and T. de Silva, MS submitted). This represents a selection of 

HIV-2 sequences from across a community cohort, with approximately one-third of sequence data 

from individuals with undetectable plasma VLs. As a result, this cohort is not subject to the disease 

bias encountered when using data from individuals attending clinics, nor the bias associated with 

using HIV-2 sequence data from viraemic individuals (due to technical diffi  culties of amplifying 

products from subjects with low or undetectable VLs). 

Additional HIV-2 env sequences (approx. 360bp) previously generated from 1991 samples [32-33] 

were also used in some analyses if sequence data from that subject from subsequent time points 

were not already included. In addition, all non-Caió HIV-2 gag and env sequences from West African 

subjects with location and date of sampling available on GenBank were used to provide a global 

background of HIV-2 sequences and to identify Caió transmission clusters. In some cases, this 

information was obtained by contacting authors directly. Due to the paucity of HIV-2 gag sequences 

fulfi lling these criteria on GenBank, gag sequences from 74 Gambian individuals were also generated 

using previously described methodology [6] and samples from the Medical Research Council (The 

Gambia) Genito-Urinary Medicine clinic. HIV-1 CRF02_AG partial env sequences (approx. 830bp) 

from 56 Caió subjects sampled in 1991, 1996-7, 2003 or 2006-7 were used for estimation of HIV-

1 eff ective population (Ne) size over time (T. de Silva, MS submitted). Full details and GenBank 

accession numbers of all sequences used are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. 

Identifi cation of HIV-2 transmission clusters
Alignments of gag (690bp, n=173) and env (1350bp, n=117) datasets (including both Caió and non-

Caió sequences) were created using ClustalW2 [34-35] and manually edited using Se-Al (Sequence 

Alignment Editor, v2.0a11) [36]. Dated phylogenies were reconstructed using the program BEAST 

version 1.5.2, under the General Time Reversible model of nucleotide substitution with gamma-

distributed rate heterogeneity, a lognormal relaxed molecular clock and the fl exible Bayesian Skyline 

coalescent model. Both strict and relaxed molecular clock models were tested independently and 

compared by computing a Bayes Factor [37]. The relaxed clock model provided a signifi cantly better 
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fi t to the data, as indicated by a BF >20, and was retained for the analysis [37]. Tips of the dated 

phylogenies were calibrated with the sampling year of the sequences, as more precise data was 

not available for GenBank sequences. The Bayesian MCMC search was set to 30,000,000 iterations 

(gag) and 60,000,000 iterations (env), with trees samples every 1000th generation. A maximum clade 

credibility tree (MCCT) was selected from the sampled posterior distribution with the program 

TreeAnnotator version 1.5.2 (http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk), after discarding trees corresponding 

to a 10% burnin. Phylogenies in nucleotide substitutions per sites were co-estimated under the 

aforementioned conditions. Clusters including only Caió sequences supported by a posterior 

probability of 1.0 were selected as signifi cant transmission clusters for further analysis. 

Estimation of HIV-2 and HIV-1 eff ective population size over time
Changes in HIV-1 and HIV-2 eff ective population size over time were inferred by Bayesian MCMC 

inference, using the program BEAST and under the aforementioned combination of models. For 

this analysis, the HIV-2 env gene alignment described above was complemented with 68 shorter 

env sequences from 1991 (360bp). Prior to estimation, the alignment was partitioned to allow the 

region spanned by the 68 additional sequences to evolve under a separate set of model parameters 

than the rest of the alignment. A normal prior was set on the root height of the tree, with a mean 

of 67.86 years since the present and a standard deviation of 16, based on the time of origin of the 

HIV-2 epidemic estimated by Lemey et al. [15]. Tips of the dated phylogenies were calibrated with 

the sampling month and year of the sequences. The HIV-1 analysis included the 56 CRF01 AG env 

sequences described above. The Bayesian MCMC searches were set to 50,000,000 iterations with 

trees samples every 1000th generations. Bayesian skyline plots were generated, after discarding a 

10% burnin, with the program Tracer v1.5 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/)

Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using STATA 11 (Stata Corporation, USA). Comparisons between normally 

distributed variables were made by the t-test and non-normally distributed data were compared 

by the Wilcoxon ranksum test. Discrete data were compared by the chi-square or Fisher’s exact test.

Results
HIV-2 Subjects 
Sequences from 103 HIV-2 infected individuals were used for identifi cation of transmission clusters 

and estimation of median transmission intervals. The characteristics of the study population 

are listed in Table 1. The majority was female and the mean age at HIV-2 diagnosis was 49 years, 

a refl ection of the HIV-2 prevalence being highest in older women [2]. Forty subjects (39%) were 

found to be infected with HIV-2 in the earliest survey in 1989 and 30 subjects had documented 
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incident HIV-2 infection. Thirty-one subjects (32%) had a viral load (VL) below the detection limit 

of <100 copies/ml. The median VL was 600 copies/ml (range ,<100 - 582,000) and the mean CD4 % 

was 29% (range 8 - 55). 

Table 1 | Characteristics of subjects included in the phylogenetic analysis of HIV-2 infection. 

Characteristic

Total number of subjects 103

Number of women (%)  68 (66)

Resident in central area of living (%)  77 (75)

Mean age at HIV-2 diagnosis (years) (SD)  49 (14)

(Ever) married at time of HIV-2 diagnosis (%)  84 (82)

Subjects known to be infected in 1989 (%)  40 (39)

Subjects with documented incident infections (%)  30 (29)

Subjects without documented infection in 1989 or incident infection  33 (32)

Median viral load (copies/ml) (IQR)* 600 (50-7097)

Subjects with viral load categories (copies/ml)*:

  Low : <100  31 (32)

  Medium : 101-10,000  38 (40)

  High: >10,000  27 (28)

Mean CD4 percentage (SD)**  29 (12)

Subjects of whom gag sequence was available (%)  86 (83)

Subjects of whom env sequence was available (%)  70 (68)

Subjects of whom both gag and env sequence were available (%)  53 (51)

*Missing data for 7 subjects **Missing data for 9 subjects. The variables of living, age and marital status were taken 
from the time of diagnosis. Viral load and CD4% were taken from the most recent measurement (2003 or 2006 – 2008).

Identifi cation of Caió transmission clusters
All Caió sequences were found to belong to HIV-2 group A. From 173 gag sequences, 33/86 Caió 

subjects appeared in 10 transmission clusters – 3 clusters with 5 individuals each, 2 clusters with 

4 individuals and 5 clusters with 2 individuals (Table 2 & Figure 1). From 117 env sequences, 43/70 

Caió subjects appeared in 12 transmission clusters – 1 cluster with 12 individuals, 3 clusters with 4, 

3 clusters with 3 and 5 clusters with 2 subjects each (Table 2, Figure 1). Overall this represented a 

relatively high proportion of individuals sampled being involved in ongoing transmission of HIV-2 

infection in Caió, with 38% of subjects included in the gag phylogeny and 61% in the env phylogeny 

found in clusters. 
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Figure 1 | Gag (a) and env (b) time-based Multiple Clade Credibility Tree (MCCT) phylogenies of the HIV-2 

subtype A branch. Black lines indicate Caió transmission clusters (defi ned by a posterior probability of 1 

and analysis against ‘global’ diversity), dark grey lines indicate other Caió sequences and light grey lines 

indicate non-Caió sequences of the phylogeny. Scale bar indicates calendar years prior to the most recent 

sampling date (2008).
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Characteristics of clustering and non-clustering HIV-2 infections
For both the gag and the env phylogenies, signifi cantly more individuals within transmission clusters 

were documented incident infections, whereas signifi cantly fewer individuals within clusters had a 

pre1989 infection compared to unlinked individuals (Table 2). Within the phylogenies reconstructed 

with the current datasets, individuals infected prior to 1989 also tended to be found as ‘singletons’ 

with few other closely clustering sequences. Consistent with these observations, comparison 

of terminal branch lengths (TBLs) in the phylogenies, estimated in nucleotide substitutions per 

site, revealed signifi cantly shorter TBLs in incident cases when compared to pre1989 cases (gag 

phylogeny: median TBL incident cases 0.038 vs. pre1989 cases 0.069 substitutions/site, p=0.02 and 

env phylogeny: median TBL incident cases 0.057 vs pre1989 cases 0.094 substitutions/site, p=0.008). 

A striking observation was that a high proportion of sequences from incident cases contributed 

to transmission clusters (17/26 (65%) in gag and 17/21 (81%) in env phylogenies) compared to 

sequences from pre1989 cases (6/36 (17%) in gag and 9/22 (41%) in env phylogenies); p=0.0001 and 

p=0.01 for gag and env respectively. 

While these data strongly suggest that after 1989, incident infections tended to be the main source 

of ongoing HIV-2 transmission in Caió, it is possible that sampling bias (i.e. exclusion of pre1989 

individuals who had died by the time of subsequent sampling dates) may account for this result. 

A further env phylogeny was therefore reconstructed using only Caió sequences and inclusion of 

previously generated sequence data from 68 additional 1991 samples, which were all prevalent, 

‘pre1989’ infections [32-33]. Although the use of these shorter sequences (approx. 360bp) resulted 

in a phylogeny with poorer resolution and lower statistical support, it is clear that these additional 

pre1989 cases clustered with other pre1989 cases, rather than with incident cases diagnosed since 

1989 (Supplementary Figure 1). We conclude that ongoing HIV-2 transmission in Caió is fuelled by 

new infections rather than the large pool of old infections in the community. 

Incident infections were not confi ned to one cluster, but appeared throughout the tree in several 

clusters as well as in singleton infections (Supplementary Figure 2). This suggests that there is not a 

single or few viral lineages that are responsible for ongoing HIV-2 transmissions in this cohort.

Epidemiological information was obtained from routine census data and interviews by fi eld 

workers. No statistically signifi cant diff erences in risk behaviour characteristics were found between 

clustering and non-clustering individuals (Table 2). For both env and gag phylogenies, in the clusters 

signifi cantly more known sexual partners (married and unmarried heterosexual couples) were 

found than in non-clustering infections (Table 2). In the gag tree, the median VL was higher and 

the mean CD4 % was lower among individuals in clusters compared to those from non-clustering 

infections (Table 2), suggesting HIV-2 infections resulting in disease progression are also more likely 

to transmit. This trend was also seen in the env tree but was not statistically signifi cant. 
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It is not clear to what extent infection with viruses with inherently diff erent replicative capacity 

accounts for individuals with either undetectable HIV-2 plasma VL (‘elite controllers’) or progressive 

HIV-2 infection with higher viraemia. The above association between VL and clustering infections 

prompted us to explore whether individuals who share a most recent common ancestor (MRCA) 

have identical HIV-2 viraemic outcomes (i.e. undetectable vs. detectable viraemia). In both gag 

and env phylogenies, elite controllers were found to share a MRCA with viraemic individuals within 

transmission clusters (in some cases these included known sexual partners, Figure 2). This is an 

important observation and it is likely, therefore, that the dichotomous outcomes in HIV-2 infection 

are largely determined by host factors. 

Figure 2 | Seven selected transmission clusters from the gag MCCT (nucleotide substitutions per site) 

demonstrating discordant viral load status among individuals who share a MRCA. A similar pattern was 

found in clusters within the env MCCT (data not shown).

Transmission intervals

Recent analyses have used the estimated inter-node distances of time-based phylogenies as an 

indication of inter-transmission intervals (the time it takes the virus to pass to a new host) [26,28]. 

As it is very likely that not all individuals from a transmission cluster were represented in the MCCT, 

the inferred inter-transmission intervals will always be maximum estimates and including currently 

missing individuals into the analysis would inevitably lead to a shorter interval. The inter-node 
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distance for all Caió HIV-2 clusters containing ≥3 individuals was calculated for both the gag and 

the env MCCTs (Figure 1). The median inter-transmission interval was 0.75 years (IQR 0.16 – 3.02) in 

gag (23 individuals in 5 clusters) and 1.32 years (IQR 0.66 – 2.87) in env (33 individuals in 7 clusters) 

phylogenies. These data also suggest that most HIV-2 transmissions occur relatively early in infection 

and are consistent with our fi ndings above.

Changes in the HIV-2 and HIV-1 virus population sizes over time
We utilized Bayesian Skyline Plots to reconstruct both HIV-2 and HIV-1 population growth dynamics 

in Caió by estimating the eff ective population size (Ne) through time (Figure 3). One previous 

analysis used a similar methodology (and Caió sequence data from 1991) to demonstrate the 

overlap between the epidemic growth of HIV-2 in Guinea-Bissau and the War of Independence [15]. 

No published data exist comparing the relative dynamics of HIV-1 and HIV-2 in the same community 

and using more recent and more extensive sequence data. For HIV-2 (Group A), the time to the MRCA 

(tMRCA) was 1947 (95% CI 1932; 1962), which is consistent with previous estimates [15] and the 

exponential growth phase (approx. 1956 – 1975) coinciding as previously demonstrated with the 

War of Independence (1963 – 1974). The HIV-1 strains currently circulating in the region emerged at 

a much later date, with the tMRCA estimated at 1973 (95% CI 1956; 1986), and with a rapid growth 

phase between approximately 1977 and 1993. The rate of evolution of HIV-2 env gene was 2.67x10-3 

substitutions/site/year (95% CI 1.85 x 10-3, 3.46x10-3) compared with 4.1 x 10-3 substitutions/site/

year (95% CI 2.39x10-3, 5.81x10-3) for HIV-1. 

Figure 3 | Bayesian Skyline Plots estimated for the (a) HIV-2 group A and (b) HIV-1 CRF02_AG epidemics 

inCaió, Guinea-Bissau. These represent estimates of the eff ective population size (Ne) through time for 

HIV-1 CRF02_AG and HIV-2 env variants. Both plots commence at the mean posterior tMRCA, with the 

bold central lines representing the median Ne over time and grey lines representing the 95% upper and 

lower confi dence intervals.
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Discussion
We have investigated the transmission dynamics of HIV-2 in rural West Africa by applying Bayesian 

phylogenetic analysis to recently generated sequence data from a well-characterized community 

cohort in Guinea-Bissau. To our knowledge, this is the fi rst such analysis in HIV-2 infection and 

provides new insight into how HIV-2 may still be transmitted during a period where the epidemic is 

rapidly declining and being overshadowed by the growing HIV-1 epidemic. 

Our estimates of subject linkage in clusters (38-61%) are higher than the highest one observed in the 

UK HIV-1 epidemic (36%) [23]. Viruses from individuals with incident infections since 1989 (the start of 

the cohort and a time point after the exponential growth of HIV-2) are frequently (65 – 81%) found in 

transmission chains, whereas those already infected with HIV-2 in 1989 (17 – 41%) contributed less 

to ongoing transmission during this period. To assess potential sampling bias, the inclusion of more 

individuals in the analysis infected prior to 1989 revealed clustering of these additional viruses with 

other pre1989 cases. This suggests that although these individuals were involved in transmission 

events early in the epidemic, they have not been responsible for more recent transmission and are 

less likely to be linked to newer incident cases. In contrast, newer infections appear to be the source 

of ongoing HIV-2 transmission in Caió. Along with the relatively short median inter-transmission 

intervals (0.75 years in gag phylogeny and 1.32 years in env phylogeny), this suggests that when HIV-

2 is transmitted (most likely via heterosexual intercourse), the event is more likely to occur during 

acute or early infection.

The role of primary infection in transmitting HIV-1 is well documented both in Western [22-24] and 

African [25] settings, with up to 50% of viruses from primary HIV-1 infections being involved in 

transmission chains in a Canadian cohort [22]. In a study from the UK, transmission during early 

infection appeared to be more important in the men who have sex with men (MSM) epidemic than 

in the heterosexual epidemic [26]. Given the peak in viraemia during acute/early HIV-1 infection, the 

increased risk of transmission during this period is not surprising [38]. Little is known about primary 

HIV-2 infection and it has rarely been documented [39], but it is conceivable that a similar peak in 

viraemia occurs prior to reaching lower set points in HIV-2. As these set points are much lower in 

HIV-2 than in HIV-1 infection [40], including approximately 30% of infected people with plasma VL 

below 100 copies/ml [4], the main window for HIV-2 transmission may well be during early infection  

– a hypothesis that is supported by the data above. 

We also found a trend for individuals with clustering infections to have higher plasma VLs (and lower 

CD4%) than those with non-clustering infections, which is perhaps not surprising given the level of 

HIV RNA in the genital tract (and therefore increased risk of transmission) is directly correlated with 

viraemia in HIV-2 infection [13]. The association between clustering infections and higher viraemia 

has been shown in some HIV-1 cohorts [24], but not others [22]. Our fi ndings could suggest that 

individuals with chronic progressive HIV-2 are also more likely to transmit. However, as the CD4% 
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and VL data used were from the most recent available timepoint (2003 or 2006 – 2008), rather than 

from the date of diagnosis or the time of onward transmission, it is diffi  cult to conclude whether this 

truly represents a greater risk of transmission in chronic progressive HIV-2. Alternately, it may simply 

refl ect a relationship between peak/set point VL and CD4% in acute HIV-2 infection, and subsequent 

risk of disease progression; with transmission still occurring during early infection. 

Heterosexual contact is the most frequent route of HIV-1 transmission in Africa and it is estimated that 

at least 60% of new infections occur within married or cohabiting couples [41]. In the transmission 

clusters identifi ed in the current analyses, approximately 33 – 42% of the viruses belonged to known 

heterosexual partners suggesting that a large proportion of new infections occur within marriages. 

In Caió, polygamous relationships are very common [42], as illustrated by one cluster consisting of 

viruses from one man and 3 wives (Figure 2). This highlights the need for prevention specifi cally 

targeted at known partners, especially if similar patterns are seen in HIV-1 transmission networks in 

rural West Africa. 

Although we examined several other characteristics that may be associated with transmission of 

HIV-2, we did not fi nd an association with increased sexual risk behaviour or co-infections (genital 

sore or syphilis (TPHA positivity)) in individuals with clustering infections. This could indicate these 

factors contribute less to the transmission risk than stage of HIV-2 infection (and VL). However, 

the information available in the analysis was limited and derived from one time point only and 

underreporting of sexual risk behaviour cannot be excluded.

We also took advantage of the current phylogenetic analyses to explore whether disease outcome 

(and plasma viral load) in HIV-2 is associated with certain viral lineages. Two very distinct outcomes 

of HIV-2 infection have been observed. Approximately 30% of HIV-2 infected subjects control the 

infection and have undetectable VLs [4,31], while others have high VLs, progress to AIDS and have 

mortality rates comparable to HIV-1 infected individuals [43-46]. In the gag and env phylogenies, 

however, we observed that individuals whose viruses share a MRCA can have discordant VL status 

(i.e. undetectable vs. detectable viraemia) suggesting that host factors (such as strong CD8+ 

T-cell responses [5] or genetic variation in innate immune responses) may play a greater role in 

determining elite control of HIV-2 and outcome of the infection. The observation that known sexual 

partners within transmission clusters sometimes have discordant VL status further strengthens 

this conclusion. A wider examination of known couples within the cohort revealed several other 

similarly discordant individuals (data not shown) and a comparative study of host immunity and 

genetics within these couples could provide valuable insight into what determines the outcome of 

HIV-2 infection. 

Finally, we have used Bayesian inference to analyse population dynamics of HIV-1 and HIV-2 in our 

cohort. Our estimates of the HIV-1 CRF02_AG and HIV-2 group A tMRCA (1973 vs. 1947) are consistent 

with previous separate analyses using sequence data from Guinea-Bissau [15,47] and highlight the 
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later emergence of HIV-1 CRF02_AG in West Africa. The striking observation that the rapid rise of 

the HIV-1 eff ective population size (Ne) in this region coincided with plateauing of the HIV-2 Ne 

lends support to the theory of Anderson et al. [48] and Schmidt et al. [49], who predicted HIV-1 will 

competitively displace HIV-2 based on mathematical modelling. The latter study estimated that 

approximately 30% of the decrease in HIV-2 prevalence could be attributed to the emergence of 

HIV-1. 

The displacement on a population level may be attributed to increased mortality of a small 

susceptible pool of potential hosts due to HIV-1 infection. Additionally, HIV-1/HIV-2 dually infected 

individuals may transmit HIV-2 less readily since HIV-1 dominates the course of infection, resulting 

in very low HIV-2 VLs [50]. It is also possible that acquisition of HIV-1 protects against subsequent 

HIV-2 infection, due to factors such as cross-reactive immune responses, exhaustion of target cell 

population and CD4 downregulation on HIV-1 infected cells. Alternatively, the two epidemics could 

also be independent of each other, with the observed concurrent changes in population dynamics 

being mere coincidence. 

Establishing to what extent the near-disappearance of HIV-2 in West Africa is due to low plasma VL, 

the presence of HIV-1 or other factors (e.g. risk behaviour, prevention campaigns) may have great 

relevance to future strategies in curbing the HIV-1 pandemic [51]. As recent interest has emerged 

in using early antiretroviral therapy to halt the spread of HIV-1 [52-54], some have suggested that 

with the inherently low plasma VLs, HIV-2 could be considered a natural model for what could be 

achieved in HIV-1 via early treatment on a large scale [51]. Further modeling would be required to 

accurately characterize the relative contribution diff erent factors have made to the reduction in 

HIV-2 transmission. 

Our study has a few limitations that merit discussion. Firstly, there are several individuals who 

were sampled for the fi rst time in later serosurveys and found to be HIV-2 infected. It is therefore 

impossible to know whether they were infected before or after 1989 and could not be included in 

comparisons of clustering vs. non-clustering infections. As our serosurverys were conducted many 

years apart, a precise date of infection also cannot be determined. However, as our main focus was to 

compare those who were infected during the early epidemic, when HIV-2 spread rapidly, with those 

who have been infected since (when the HIV-2 epidemic was declining), we are able to draw valid 

conclusions with the available data. A cohort set up with frequent sampling of a population with 

high HIV-2 prevalence would clearly off er an opportunity for a more in-depth HIV-2 transmission 

analysis, but is unlikely to be possible as most HIV-2 cohorts in West Africa are rapidly shrinking [1, 

20,55]. Secondly, most similar HIV-1 analyses are based on pol sequences due to the availability of 

these through genotypic resistance testing in clinical practice and transmission studies based on 

env or gag sequence data are rare; thus comparison of our data with previous publications should 

be done with caution. As antiretroviral therapy has only been available in Guinea-Bissau since 
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2007 and routine resistance testing is not possible, extensive HIV-2 pol sequence data are not yet 

available. Nevertheless, the congruence in conclusions drawn from both gag and env phylogenies 

suggests that our data are robust. The relatively short median transmission intervals identifi ed here 

for HIV-2 (0.75 years in gag and 1.32 years in env) are surprisingly similar to that estimated for the UK 

MSM HIV-1 epidemic (14 months) but shorter than the UK HIV-1 heterosexual epidemic (27 months) 

[26]. A larger transmission interval would have been expected, given the generally lower viral loads 

in HIV-2 infection. This may imply that most transmission occurs early in infection when HIV-1 and 

HIV-2 may have more similar viral loads.

A notable weakness in our analysis is the relatively low number of individuals included compared 

to country-wide studies performed on UK cohorts [26]. Once again, the small size of most HIV-2 

cohorts inevitably means similar large studies are not feasible, also compounded by the paucity of 

HIV-2 sequence data available. On the other hand, it means a tighter sampling of the epidemic in 

the region, increasing the chances of clustering. As there are clear diff erences between rural West 

Africa and the UK that would aff ect the nature in which HIV is transmitted, a similar analysis of HIV-1 

transmission intervals in our cohort would be interesting, to compare with both the HIV-2 fi ndings 

above, as well as HIV-1 transmission in the UK. Such an analysis could also prove to be useful in 

designing public health measures to halt an HIV-1 epidemic that has been increasing and evolving 

in Guinea-Bissau [20,56]. 

In summary, our HIV-2 molecular epidemiology and transmission dynamics study in a rural West 

African community cohort suggests that although HIV-2 is poorly transmissible, new heterosexual 

transmissions still occur and may do so more commonly in early infection and with dynamics 

surprisingly similar to HIV-1. Only time will tell whether these transmission events are suffi  cient to 

maintain a low-level epidemic in the region, or whether we will witness a gradual elimination of 

this sometimes lethal retrovirus from Guinea-Bissau – a country that once had the highest recorded 

prevalence of HIV-2 infection in the world. 
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Supplementary Table 1 | Details of all sequences used in this study.

Fasta_ID Region Accession Number Country1 Year

UC1_CI_y1988 p26 L07625 CI 1988

UC2_CI_y1988 p26 U38293 CI 1988

EHO_CI_y1988 p26 U27200 CI 1988

D205_GH_y1986 p26 X61240 GH 1986

BEN_ML_y1987 p26 M30502 ML 1987

D194_GM_y1987 p26 J04542 GM 1987

ROD_CV_y1985 p26 M15390 CV 1985

CAM2_GW_y1987 p26 D00835 GW 1987

NIHZ_GW_y1986 p26 J03654 GW 1986

ALI_GW_y1998 p26 AF082339 GW 1998

GH1_GH_y1988 p26 M30895 GH 1988

96FR12034_CI_y1995 p26 AY530889 CI 1995

MDS_GW_y1995 p26 Z48731 GW 1995

CA5625_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA6417_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA6666_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA6936_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA7164_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA7205_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA7235_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA7253_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA7284_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA7340_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

CA8036_GWc_y2008 p26 submitted GWc 2008

N00009_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00038_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00054_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00076_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00096_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00115_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00125_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00126_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00129_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00135_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00154_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00157_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00186_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00203_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N00255_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N04066_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04083_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04189_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04265_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04269_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04276_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003
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N04280_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04388_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04405_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04426_GWc_y2003 p26 submitted GWc 2003

N04722_GWc_y2008 p26 submitted GWc 2008

N62522_GWc_y1996 p26 submitted GWc 1996

N65309_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485448 GWc 2006

N65310_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485449 GWc 2006

N65313_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485450 GWc 2006

N65330_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485457 GWc 2006

N65331_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485458 GWc 2006

N65333_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485460 GWc 2006

N65336_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485461 GWc 2006

N65341_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485465 GWc 2006

N65347_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485467 GWc 2006

N65349_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485468 GWc 2006

N65350_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485469 GWc 2006

N65354_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485472 GWc 2006

N65358_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485475 GWc 2006

N65361_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485476 GWc 2006

N65363_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485477 GWc 2006

N65367_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485478 GWc 2006

N65369_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485479 GWc 2006

N65370_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485480 GWc 2006

N65382_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485482 GWc 2006

N65384_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485483 GWc 2006

N65386_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485484 GWc 2006

N65388_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485485 GWc 2006

N65392_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485488 GWc 2006

N65394_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485489 GWc 2006

N65398_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485490 GWc 2006

N65403_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485491 GWc 2006

N65406_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485492 GWc 2006

N65410_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485495 GWc 2006

N65415_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485496 GWc 2006

N65418_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485497 GWc 2006

N65424_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485498 GWc 2006

N65426_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485499 GWc 2006

N65435_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485500 GWc 2006

N65436_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485501 GWc 2006

N65494_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485504 GWc 2006

N65500_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485505 GWc 2006

N65552_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485506 GWc 2006

N65555_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485507 GWc 2006

N65575_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485509 GWc 2006

N65600_GWc_y2006 p26 submitted GWc 2006
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N65601_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485511 GWc 2006

N65605_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485512 GWc 2006

N65611_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485513 GWc 2006

N65612_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485514 GWc 2006

N65613_GWc_y2006 p26 GQ485515 GWc 2006

N65666_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

N65667_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

N65668_GWc_y2007 p26 submitted GWc 2007

N70232_GM_y1992 p26 submitted GM 1992

N72657_GM_y1993 p26 submitted GM 1993

N75041_GM_y1994 p26 submitted GM 1994

N17608_GM_y1996 p26 submitted GM 1996

N24352_GM_y1997 p26 submitted GM 1997

N23229_GM_y1997 p26 submitted GM 1997

N24777_GM_y1997 p26 submitted GM 1997

N23693_GM_y1997 p26 submitted GM 1997

N34212_GM_y1998 p26 submitted GM 1998

N02304_GM_y1999 p26 submitted GM 1999

N00193_GM_y1999 p26 submitted GM 1999

N09699_GM_y2000 p26 submitted GM 2000

N05672_GM_y2000 p26 submitted GM 2000

N13925_GM_y2001 p26 submitted GM 2001

N14524_GM_y2001 p26 submitted GM 2001

N28580_GM_y2004 p26 submitted GM 2004

N32276_GM_y2004 p26 submitted GM 2004

N32484_GM_y2004 p26 submitted GM 2004

N34305_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N33949_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N36383_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N33774_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N35275_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N34925_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N38407_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N35362_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N36331_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N37526_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N37476_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N35187_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N37798_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N36220_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N37289_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N37008_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N38096_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N37799_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N35885_GM_y2005 p26 submitted GM 2005

N40087_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006
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N42329_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N43745_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N43417_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N42444_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N43885_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N40331_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N43652_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N39260_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N41734_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N41700_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N40252_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N39338_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N40133_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N40874_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N44360_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N39571_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N43886_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N40346_GM_y2006 p26 submitted GM 2006

N50317_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N50616_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N44583_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N46915_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N50575_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N50524_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N49504_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N47131_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N46621_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N46966_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N45517_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N47134_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N47357_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N48643_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N46866_GM_y2007 p26 submitted GM 2007

N51783_GM_y2008 p26 submitted GM 2008

N51860_GM_y2008 p26 submitted GM 2008

N52651_GM_y2008 p26 submitted GM 2008

B1002_y1991 env AJ008283 GW 1991

B1010_y1991 env AJ008284 GW 1991

B1015_y1991 env AJ008285 GW 1991

B1022_y1991 env AJ008286 GW 1991

B1028_y1991 env AJ008288 GW 1991

B1033_y1991 env AJ008289 GW 1991

B1041_y1991 env AJ008290 GW 1991

B1046_y1991 env AJ008291 GW 1991

B1048_y1991 env AJ008292 GW 1991

B1049_y1991 env AJ008293 GW 1991
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B1058_y1991 env AJ008294 GW 1991

B1068_y1991 env AJ008295 GW 1991

B1079_y1991 env AJ008297 GW 1991

B1095_y1991 env AJ008298 GW 1991

B1121_y1991 env AJ008299 GW 1991

B1129_y1991 env AJ008300 GW 1991

B1146_y1991 env AJ008301 GW 1991

B1165_y1991 env AJ008302 GW 1991

B1183_y1991 env AJ008303 GW 1991

B1192_y1991 env AJ008304 GW 1991

B1215_y1991 env AJ008305 GW 1991

B1229_y1991 env AJ008306 GW 1991

B1231_y1991 env AJ008307 GW 1991

B1242_y1991 env AJ008309 GW 1991

B1255_y1991 env AJ008310 GW 1991

B1265_y1991 env AJ008311 GW 1991

B1277_y1991 env AJ008312 GW 1991

B1293_y1991 env AJ008313 GW 1991

B1297_y1991 env AJ008314 GW 1991

B1302_y1991 env AJ008315 GW 1991

B1303_y1991 env AJ008316 GW 1991

B1011_y1991 env AJ011223 GW 1991

B1024_y1991 env AJ011224 GW 1991

B1025_y1991 env AJ011225 GW 1991

B1027_y1991 env AJ011226 GW 1991

B1036_y1991 env AJ011227 GW 1991

B1042_y1991 env AJ011228 GW 1991

B1054_y1991 env AJ011231 GW 1991

B1100_y1991 env AJ011233 GW 1991

B1127_y1991 env AJ011234 GW 1991

B1128_y1991 env AJ011235 GW 1991

B1134_y1991 env AJ011237 GW 1991

B1153_y1991 env AJ011238 GW 1991

B1160_y1991 env AJ011239 GW 1991

B1193_y1991 env AJ011242 GW 1991

B1207_y1991 env AJ011243 GW 1991

B1210_y1991 env AJ011244 GW 1991

B1216_y1991 env AJ011245 GW 1991

B1262_y1991 env AJ011248 GW 1991

B1014_y1991 env AJ011250 GW 1991

B1053_y1991 env AJ011251 GW 1991

B1083_y1991 env AJ011252 GW 1991

B1084_y1991 env AJ011253 GW 1991

B1088_y1991 env AJ011254 GW 1991

B1089_y1991 env AJ011255 GW 1991

B1123_y1991 env AJ011256 GW 1991
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B1124_y1991 env AJ011257 GW 1991

B1133_y1991 env AJ011258 GW 1991

B1174_y1991 env AJ011260 GW 1991

B1187_y1991 env AJ011262 GW 1991

B1198_y1991 env AJ011264 GW 1991

B1200_y1991 env AJ011265 GW 1991

B1222_y1991 env AJ011267 GW 1991

B1233_y1991 env AJ011268 GW 1991

B1270_y1991 env AJ011269 GW 1991

B1276_y1991 env AJ011270 GW 1991

B1286_y1991 env AJ011271 GW 1991

B1301_y1991 env AJ011272 GW 1991

N133_y1996 env submitted GWc 1996

N149_y1996 env submitted GWc 1996

N192_y1996 env submitted GWc 1996

N233_y1996 env submitted GWc 1996

N244_y1996 env submitted GWc 1996

N4258_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4291_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4145_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4220_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4102_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4218_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4205_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4292_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4115_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4137_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4167_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4153_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4182_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4206_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4388_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4172_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4198_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4401_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4013_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4272_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4269_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N4289_y2003 env submitted GWc 2003

N65317_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65319_y2006 env GQ485518 GWc 2006

N65320_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65326_y2006 env GQ485519 GWc 2006

N65330_y2006 env GQ485520 GWc 2006

N65332_y2006 env GQ485522 GWc 2006

N65333_y2006 env GQ485523 GWc 2006
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N65338_y2006 env GQ485524 GWc 2006

N65347_y2006 env GQ485526 GWc 2006

N65349_y2006 env GQ485527 GWc 2006

N65354_y2006 env GQ485528 GWc 2006

N65355_y2006 env GQ485529 GWc 2006

N65358_y2006 env GQ485530 GWc 2006

N65361_y2006 env GQ485531 GWc 2006

N65363_y2006 env GQ485532 GWc 2006

N65365_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65367_y2006 env GQ485533 GWc 2006

N65369_y2006 env GQ485534 GWc 2006

N65370_y2006 env GQ485535 GWc 2006

N65371_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65372_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65373_y2006 env GQ485536 GWc 2006

N65381_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65382_y2006 env GQ485537 GWc 2006

N65388_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65389_y2006 env GQ485538 GWc 2006

N65390_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65391_y2006 env GQ485539 GWc 2006

N65392_y2006 env GQ485540 GWc 2006

N65395_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65399_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65402_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65409_y2006 env GQ485543 GWc 2006

N65411_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65415_y2006 env GQ485544 GWc 2006

N65418_y2006 env GQ485545 GWc 2006

N65426_y2006 env GQ485546 GWc 2006

N65494_y2006 env GQ485547 GWc 2006

N65552_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

N65601_y2006 env GQ485548 GWc 2006

N65605_y2006 env GQ485549 GWc 2006

N65613_y2006 env GQ485550 GWc 2006

N65614_y2006 env submitted GWc 2006

CA7340_y2007 env submitted GWc 2007

CA7205_y2007 env submitted GWc 2007

CA6417_y2007 env submitted GWc 2007

CA7253_y2007 env submitted GWc 2007

CA7164_y2007 env submitted GWc 2007

N4722_y2008 env submitted GWc 2008

PEI2_ML_y1987 env U22047 ML 1987

MIC97_GW_y1997 env AY168925 GW 1997

MJC97_GW_y1997 env EU021092 GW 1997

CBL21_GM_y1988 env U05350 GM 1988
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CBL22_GM_y1988 env U05351 GM 1988

CBL23_GM_y1988 env AY509259 GM 1988

CBL24_GM_y1988 env AJ238999 GM 1988

96151_ML_y1996 env AF170034 ML 1996

96323_CI_y1994 env AF170032 CI 1994

96329_GW_y1994 env AF170045 GW 1994

96199_CV_y1995 env AF170043 CV 1995

96202_BF_y1995 env AF170040 BF 1995

96150_CV_y1996 env AF170041 CV 1996

96327_CV_y1996 env AF170044 CV 1996

96308_CV_y1994 env AF170042 CV 1994

96203_CV_y1995 env AF170049 CV 1995

96324_GW_y1996 env AF170046 GW 1996

97223_CI_y1997 env AF170033 CI 1997

9649_ML_y1995 env AF170039 ML 1995

96310_SN_y1996 env AF170036 SN 1996

96326_ML_y1994 env AF170038 ML 1994

96206_SN_y1994 env AF170048 SN 1994

96205_GH_y1996 env AF170031 GH 1996

CAM3_GW_y1987 env U05355 GW 1987

CAM6_GW_y1987 env U05358 GW 1987

vcp_GW_y1986 env EU580099 GW 1986

CAM5_GW_y1987 env U05357 GW 1987

CAM4_GW_y1987 env U05356 GW 1987

GH1_GH_CI_y1986 env M30895 GH 1986

CAM1_GW_y1987 env U05359 GW 1987

ISYSBL6669_GM_y1985 env J04498 GM 1985

BEN_ML_y1987 env M30502 ML 1987

D194_GM_y1987 env J04542 GM 1987

UC2_CI_y1988 env U38293 CI 1988

ROD_CV_y1985 env M15390 CV 1985

CAM2_GW_y1987 env D00835 GW 1987

ALI_GW_y1989 env AF082339 GW 1989

FGNIHZ_GW_y1986 env J03654 GW 1986

UC1_B_CI_y1988 env L07625 CI 1988

EHO_B_CI_y1988 env U27200 CI 1988

D205_B_GH_y1986 env X61240 GH 1986

1 County code: BF: Burkina Faso, CI: Cote d’Ivoire,  GH: Ghana, GM: Gambia, CV: Cape Verde, GW: Guinea Bissa, GWc: 
Guinea Bissau, Caio, ML: Mali, SN: Senegal.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | MCCT (nucleotide substitutions per site) reconstructed using only Caió 

env sequences and inclusion of additional individuals sampled in 1991. Signifi cant clusters (posterior 

probability of 0.99 or higher) are highighted, with Caió transmission clusters identifi ed in the MCCT 

reconstructed using longer env fragments (on a background of non-Caió infections) boxed in grey. 

Asterisks indicate additional sequences included from individuals samples in 1991.
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Supplementary Figure 2 | (a) gag and (b) env phylogenies in nucleotide substitutions per site of HIV-2 

subtype A. Branches relating to Caiósequences are shown in black, on a background of non-Caiósequences 

in gray. Sequences from individuals infected prior to 1989 are denoted by a purple asterisk (*) and incident 

cases since 1989 with a red asterisk (*). Scale is in nucleotide substitutions per site.




